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Beware the indirect anagram in 27 across.
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Across
1 Least leaky boats remove lifebuoy to front (6)
4 Phase transition on restaurant table (3,5)
10 It sounds like you left simian class traitor who holds things
together (9)
11 Loses memory when baked; takes drug before dance (5)
12 Winehouse has computer friendship (5)
13 Focus it on a tent collapsing (9)
14 People who think the French Right is candy coated (7)
16 Violent emotion in Nazi-era Germany (4)
19 From an egg he extracted melted butter (4)
21 Lack of organisation backing Left in Yen crisis (7)
24 Aquatic adventure takes Doctor X to the second degree,
perhaps (9)
25 Spooner's toilet humour in prison camp (5)
26 It has solid ending about fool (5)
27 Sounds like a good night in Cardiff (destroying brain cells)
is not what it used to be (9)
28 All twenty now fight with anger (8)
29 Saigon's latitude is a matter for the courts (6)

Down
1 Speed update to crypto algorithm (8)
2 Wrongly scheduled student into limited workshop (3-5)
3 Tale of short period on rugby sidelines (5)
5 Plays foul cat sound (7)
6 Go and think differently about first grade at school tomorrow
(9)
7 NI shop? (4,2)
8 Prompt way she made my bed inside (6)
9 Vicissitude Kim Jong Il may have described indistinctly (6)
15 Will mentioned her while lifting pasta (9)
17 Circles under goalposts align poorly for vandal (8)
18 Eagles' and ospreys' tails make a spectacle (8)
20 Nervous tic next to non-existent (7)
21 Contain rise of acne with regular suet (6)
22 Egalitarian pigs lose heart about a horse (6)
23 Hater chilling in topless joint (6)
25 Happy endings start with a clear plot (5)

